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The plaintiff was employed by the defendant as manager of its business 

of carpet supp!iers at 58, Don Street, St. Helier. His Order of Justice alleges 

that on the 6th May, 19&3, whilst engaged in the course of his employment, he 

was requested to assist two other employees of the defendant in moving a roll 

of carpet; the roll of carpet, weighing approximately 51/2 cwts, was raised at 

one end by the plaintiff and the defendant's two other employees; the plaintiff 

was then left holding the raised end, supported against his right thigh; the 

defendant 's two other employees then went to the other end of the roll of 

carpet to raise it; the totaJ weight of the carpet was transferred onto the 

plaintiff's right thigh and. at the same time, the roll of carpet rotated; as a 

result of a combination of the rotation of the carpet and its complete weight 

being transferred to the plaintiff's thigh, the plaintiff sustained injury; and that 

the accident was caused by the negligence of the defendant. 

Negligence is denied by the defendant. In the alternatJve. the defendant 

alleges contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiff. 

Sadly, the plaintiff died shortly after the trial of the action but the 

action inures for the benefit of his estate~ 

The plaintiff, who was 63 years of age at the time of the accident, 

described his duties as running the showroom, selling and assjsting as necessary 

with despatch and receipt of rolls of carpet. The ground-floor of the 

defendant1s premises was a showroom with the first iloor used for storage and 

cutting. Carpets were delivered in rolls by the manufacturers, or carriers on 

the;r behalf, and were lifted to the first floor by manual hoist. Rolls would 

weigh from 31/2 to 5 or more, or even 7, hundredweights. They were normally 

stacked until such time as they were brought into use. There could be 75 to !OD 

rolls in stock at any one time. Space was restricted and rolls had to be stacked 

one on top of the other; if a lower roll was needed, it would have to be 

located, 

·.': 
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then J:fted out and over the rolls in front, onto the cutting space; there was a 

free area for unroJli;1g and cutting. It was not normally part o! the plaintiff 1S 

duties to help to move rolls of carpets but, with the shortage of personnel, he 

did assist; he also usually helped with the receipt of rolls of carpet into the 

premises. If no other senior person was present he would be in charge and 

supervise the work, but normally ~v1r. Denis HartJey, the managlng director and 

beneficiai owner of the defendant, wouid do so. The plaintiff accepted that 

there were quite long absences, (on the part of Mr. Hartley) when he, the 

plaintiff, was in sole charge. The plalntifi had received no formal training but 

the moving oi rolls of carpet did not call for special training, merely for 

energy and enough people. When the plain"!:Hf was in charge, the foreman fitter 

de:1lt with the cutting and moving of carpets; cutting is a skilled occupation 

and the plaintiff did not do it. 

On Friday, 6th May 1 1983, the plaintiff was in the ground-floor office at 

the rear of the showroom when he received an internal telephone caH from the 

cutting room; Mr. Hartley asked him to go up and help to lift a roll of carpet; 

he went upstairs; the roJJ in question was at the back of the piJe and needed to 

be lifted over and brought forward to the cutting area; it was 'Cavaltweed 1 

wool carpet, quite heavy, with a normal weight of 4-1/2 to 5 hundredweights, 

depending on Jength. There were three persons present, i.e. the plaintiff, Mr~ 

Hartley and either a Mr. Pemberton or Mr. Alex Thompson; together they lifted 

one end and supported it on the rolls in front; the plaintifi was holding it with 

his body to prevent it falling back again - he was propping it up with his right 

leg and using his hands to steady it. As the other end was lifted, the whole roll 

rotated sHghtly; the roH was covered in a plastic: wrapping which couJd cause 

movemen: of that type; the plaintiff felt a pain; the roll of carpet rotated 

against his leg; he felt more pain in his right thigh, above the knee and dropped 

the roll o: carpet; the other end of the roll came down; they eventuaJiy llfted 

it up and forward; the pain had not gone but it was late morning and the 

plaintiff wanted to see the work done; he then went downstairs~ The plaintlf! 

accepted that it might not have been obvious to others that he had suffered 

injury; he did not at the time pay much attention to it; he worked the 

remainder of that day and the following day. Then the Sunday and Monday were 

rest days, Monday being Liberation day. On Monday the 9th May, the plaintiff 

found that his leg had "locked" and he found it very dt:ficult :o walk; he rested 

his leg for the remainder of that day, hoping that it rr.ight clear; it was still 

painful on Tuesday, lOth May; he saw Doctor John Thomas Houghton on 

Wednesday, IIth May; he had taken pain killing drugs; Dr. Houghton advised 

that the plaintiff should see Mr. John tv\yles who was very busy; the plajntiff 

saw him in July; Mr. Myles injected the plaintiff with cortisone and another 

drug. The plaintiff later saw Mr. P. L Frank, an orthopaedics surgeon who was 

seconded to the General Hospital; he subsequently underwent a hip replacement 

operation in November 1 1985~ 
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The plaintiff said that he had known many cases where three persons had 

lifted a ro!i of carpet of sirrdlar weight; normally rhc weight was disclosed on 

the invoice - an approximate weight within a few pounds. Mr. Harrley was 

always in charge of the first floor; whenever he was present he was in sole 

charge of the cutting area; he, the plaintiff was not in a position to give 

instructions to other employees or subcontractors in the Hfting of the carpet! 

as aileged in the claim for contributory negligence, when the managing director 

was present; there was no other way of moving the carpet and he could not be 

at fault for doing what was asked by the managing director; in theory, he could 

have refused but this would have precipitated a quarrel and, in any case, he had 

given similar help on many previous occasio~s. To the best of his recollection 

there were no other persons on the premises at the time; otherwiset he \vould 

not have been asked to help. 

In cross-examhatlon it was put to the plaintiff that at the time of the 

accident he was not completely fit; he asserted that he was fit, that he had 

worked for the defendant for over seventeen years and had rarely been absent 

from work. During the last few months he had done largely desk work. He 

normally worked in the showroom and office in any event; he did not normally 

go to the first floor to move carpets. He had consulted his doctor quite 

regularly for check-ups but was physically fit and could still run up stairs; he 

was abte to work six days a week and for his age was reasonably actlve. 

The plaintiff admitted that he did not mention the sharp pain that he 

suffered at the time; it was intermittent and did not impinge until the 

following Monday. l·ie could not recall having lifted any more carpets on the 

Friday or the Saturday. He first went to see Doctor Houghton the following 

Wednesday morning at the first surgery at 9.00am. He had not made a c!ai m 

until 19&5 because he wanted to see what would happen; he had not complained 

to Mr. Hartley before he left his employment because he had not seen ~1r. 

Myles and had no firm report; after the accident he had experienced a great 

deal of difficulty; he had started off with the help of a walking stick hut as 

difficulties increased, he had had to use two; he had finished work on the 6th 

June, I 9&3; the accident was part and parcel of the reason, by then he was 

using two sticks and ft was obvious that he could not continue, ior some months 

after he could not walk more than a few steps. The plaintiff conceded that Mr. 

Hartley had asked him to Jeave for a different reason altogether, but he 

insisted that he could not have continued in any event. it was put to the 

plaintiff that the accident had not occurred at all but he was adamant that it 

had and that the last thing he would have wanted wcs a hop replacement. The 

plaintiff conceded that he suffered an arthritic condition that predated the 

accident, but contended that it was minor and that something happened on the 

6th May which brought matters forward. 



The plaintiff did not claim the rr:ethod of work to be unsatisfactory but 

said that it needed more people; he denied that normally three people !ilted the 

carpet at one end~ left it resting on another rolt~ and that all three ther; went 

to the other end; he Insisted that one person steadied it at the lifted end and 

that circumstances sometimes made it essential for one person to stay there. 

In his Order of Justice the plaintiff had pleaded speciLcally that the roll 

of carpet weigh;fed ap;xoximately 51/2 hundrecweights. !n evidence he hac said 

31/2-5. Challenged in cross-examination he sought to explain that rolls differ in 

\velght and that. normally, one knew whether er not a roli was heavy. The roU 

in question was an oversized one; even a 31/2 hundredweight rol: was heavy if it 

was leaning on one; whilst three people were enough to move a 31(2 

hundredweight roll, beyond that weight there should be four persons or more; 

normaJJy Mr. Hartley did not accept such estimates; in !\1r. Hartley 1s estimation 

that roll could be lifted by three persons and one normally went along with his 

opinion and did one's be~t. The plaintiff helped to move carpets perhaps once or 

twice a week, unless Mr. Hartley was away when it became a daily occurrence. 

The number of persons available varied; it wouJd usua:Jy be four or five but this 

was an unusual :ime of day; somebody had to support the roll when the ether 

end was Hfted~ ManuaJ lifting was the normal custom; there were accessories 

that the carpet t-ade has to assist but there were very few on the Island: the 

normal method in Jersey was manual, although some larger companies had 

mechanical aids~ 

Dr. Houghton told us that the plaintiff had been a patient since the early 

1970's. Up to !980, he had not been a regular attender - merely occasionally 

for check-ups and minor matters. Between 1980 and 1932 he had attended on 

four or five occasions. On the 11th May, 1983, he had attended and had 

compJained of a pain in his right hip; the doctor had prescribed 

anti-inflammatory tablets. Between the IIth May and the 4th June, 1983, the 

plaintiff had telephoned on three occasions to ask for stronger pain killers 

because he was suffering :nore pain. On the 4th June, 1983, the doctor saw the 

plaintiff again; he was complaining of continuing pain in his right hip which was 

radiating down his right leg; he was then walking with the aid of a stick; there 

was pain and swelling in the right knee; the doctor suggested a speciallst but 

the plaintiff was none too keen; the doctor would only very rarely insist. In the 

interim period, the plaintiff her.' l:;_·~n x-rayed on the 19t~, iviay: l'l33i thi~. h:>C 

disclosed moderately advanced osteo-arthritis in the left h:p and minirr:al 

osteo-arthritis in the right hip. On the 23rd June, 1983, the plaintiff's knee was 

x-rayed; there was nothing abnormal. The doctor referred the plaintiff to Mr. 

John Myles who prescribed injections for injured ligaments; these seemed to 

cure the symptons at the time but on the 7th July Mr. Myles warned that the 

plaintiff might need further injections. By September, 1984, the doctor had seen 

the pJaintiff a number of times; he had been issuing social security certificates 

of unfitness to work; and he advised the plaintiff to see Mr. Frank for a second 
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opinion. 

When Doctor Houghton had seen the plaintiff on the 4th June, 1983, they 

did taik about rhe accident because of the plalntiff 1s swollen knee; it was not 

uncommon at the plaintiff's age to have osteo-arthritis in the hips; the 

condition got slightly worse after l98J and then progressed until the hip 

replacement operation; such a condition could be exacerbated suddenly as a 

result of trauma or increased use of some sort; in March, 1982, the plaintiff 

had complained of some pain in his right hip and the doctor had prescribed 

anti-arthritic rnedlcation but the pain became much worse after May 1983 

whereas usually there ~s either a steady rise or tt remains the same for years. 

The pJaintiff's story was consistent with an increase Jn the cause of pam 

in his right hip; an accidern as described would increase osteo-arthritis; this 

wouJd seem to be a case of a pre-existing condition exacerbated by a trauma. 

Mr. Frank had diagnosed a primary lesion in the right hip and Dr. Houghton 

agreed. 

Under cross-examination Dr. Hough ton repeated that 1t was unusual to 

find such an increase ln pain in such a short time and the plaintiff's condition 

was consistent with the plaintiff's story; trauma to ...:he thigh could result in 

trauma w the hip. 

Mr. Hartley, the beneficial owner of the defendant, agreed that the 

plaintiff was in charge of selling and accounts but also helped him and others if 

they needed him; the plaintiff was involved in the lifting of carpets only when 

they needed him; lifting was a matter of common-sense and did not require 

training; those involved would work as a team. 

When he, Mr. Hartley, was away, the plaintiff had to plan the company's 

work and arrange with the foreman which jobs would be done; the plaintiff 

would be asked to help if help was needed to lift carpets. 

Mr. Hartley claimed that on the 6th May, 1983, there was a "group" of 

people on the premises; only three jobs were done that day; that no carpet was 

cut at all that day; that "Cavaltweed" was a light cheap carpet and the roll 

would weigh four hundredweights at most; that normally, four people would be 

engaged in lifting, two at either end, and the roll would be lifted cleanly 

upwards; there had been times when only three persons had been engaged in 

lifting but these had not included the plaintiff who was not a wel: man at the 

time and was kept to office and shop duties; the plaintiff had deteriorated 

quickly in 1981 and 1982 and he, Mr. Hartley, kept the heavy work for young 

people; Mr. Hartley denied that after 1982 the plaintiff had been involved in a 

three man lifting operation and had no recollection of the alleged internal 

telephone call. The Mr. Pemberton referred to did not work for the defendant 
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but ran a steam cleaning service and came in on occasions. Me Thompson was 

there regularly but he, Mr. Hartley, could not say whether Mr. Thompson was 

there on the particular occasion. There was "cavaltweed" carpet on the 

premises but there would have been occasion to move it only to get to other 

material and only three jobs had been Cone that day. Mr. Hartley could not 

reca!l an incident of a dropped carpet on that day; carpet rolls did get dropped 

but none had ever hurt him at all. Asked about the incident described by the 

plaintiff, Mr. Hartley said that it was possible but he could not recall any such 

occasion; with a medium sized roll one would !ift one end whilst leaving the 

other end supported but one would not attempt it with a b;g roll. No complaint 

had been made by the plaintiff; he had asked for tirre off in order to see his 

doctor, this was because of trouble with his hips; he had had to lose a Jot of 

weight , then he had a hip operation; at no time did he give a specific reason; 

the receipt of the plaintiff's cJaim was the first that Mr. Hanley knew about 

H; the plaintiff had continueC to work for four weeks after the alleged accident 

and yet never mentioned it; he had left in early June when he had been 

instantly dismissed for a reason that had no connection whatever with his 

health or the accident claim; he would never have been dlsmissed on account of 

his ~hysical symptons because he could do the office and paper work and the 

company would have looked after him and would have "carried" him to the age 

of sixty-five. Mr. Hart!ey flrst heard of the claim when the insurance company 

representative rang him up quite a long time afterwards, he thought in 1984. 

When the actual date of the alleged incident was provided, Mr. Hartley had 

checked his diary; very little work had been carried out and there was no 

reason to move a heavy roll of carpet on that day. The method alleged woutd 

have been the only possible way of moving a roll of carpet with only three 

persons, but Mr~ Hartley could not recaU it and could not see why or how the 

foreman would have come back to the shop for more carpet that day. The staff 

worked in two teams of two people; therefore if one tearT1 had returneC, it 

would have been two persons with Mr. Hartley and the plaintiff. When asked ln 

cross-examination whether the plaintiff was lying, Mr. Hart!ey replied that he 

did not say that it could not happen; but on the particular day at the particu'ar 

time he could not see how it happened; the accident could have happened but 

he did nor recal: it; .it was unlikely to have happened because the books showed 

that there was not enough work on that day for the incident to arise1 if a ro!l 

of carpet was dropped, he would not necessarily rerT1ember; he cou!d not 

remember the plaintiff being injured in the shop; the plaintiff had moved 

carpets from wagons into store for years; rotation of carpet rolls as described 

did happen. 

Mr. /\lexander Thompson had worked in the carpet trade far upwards of 

seventeen years and was a carpet fitter by trade. The only training with regard 

to lifting rolls of carpet was a constant instruction to aJways make sure to 

keep one's back straight and to bend the legs; in this way the weight was taken 

an the legs and straining of the back was avoided. He had been employed by 
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the defendant for fourteen years, as an employee until 1983 and a.s a 

5Ub-contractor since; he knew °Cavaltweedn carpet, a ro!J weighed between four 

and five hundredweights. To lift a roll would require a number of men; one 

could manage with two at each end; it is a dead weight; one end is lifted up 

first and two men would hold it; the other end would be lifted afterwards; one 

would very rarely rest the roll on the body of one person; the custom of the 

trade, followed by the defendant, was always to try to ensure that there were 

sufficient people around. When Mr. Hartley was away the plaintiff took charge; 

the business being small there were not many bodies available and all helped 

each other; one acquired knowledge by experience. Mr. Thompson told us that 

he honestly could not remember the plaintiff oeing involved in the lifting of 

rolls of carpet; during his last few months with the defendant the plaintiff was 

employed mainly on desk duties and was not very fit. Mr. Thompson said that 

he had only heard of the plaintiff's claim very recently and found it difficu!t to 

believe that the plaintiff would be claiming for an accident at \V?rk because he, 

Mr. Thompson, could not recall any accident; he could not recall the incident 

which formed the basis of the claim. He also said that he staif worked in pairs 

comprlsing a senior :itter and an apprentice; they stayed together and came 

and went as two men. 

Under cross-examination ,\jr~ Thompson agreed that carpet rolls on 

arrival were lifted up by hoist; at times there was a quantity in store and rolls 

had to be moved. lt was better to have two men each end but one man coutd 

hold the carpet at one end. The rolls were stacked in pyramids - there was 

always a slope and rolls could be rolled; one would lift a roll onto the first 

one and then roll it over the others. If four cnen were available the roll could 

be lifted. It there were only three men, two men would lift one end of the ro!l 

and balance it on the row of carpets with one man supporting it. When one 

knew what one was doing it was very rarely that the carpet \vou1d overbalance 

and fall; he did not remember it hap?ening; a roll of carpet could be dropped -

he could not pinpoint an occasion, but it happened from time to time~ Mr~ 

Thompson could not recall the actual occasion when Mr. Hartley a~d he were 

allegedly upstairs a11d the plaintiff was asked to come upstairs to 

well; it 

help; 

could 

more 

have likely than not the apprentice would have been there as 

happened that he returned for additional material; he did find it necessary to 

go back sometimes and he would not take h1s apprentice with him on such 

occasions; he would go back by himself; it could happen that there would be a 

need to lift a roll of carpet and that only Mr. Hartley and himself would be in 

the roam; lt was quite possible that t~e pJaintiff would have been asked to 

he!p, but he could not recall !t happening. FbaHyr it was possible that the roll 

could be supported by the thigh. 
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Mr. Martin Paul Le Mottee was a carpet fitter who had worked for the 

defendant for some two and a half years from September, 1982, to ';larch, 

198.5, and therefore, was so e:npioyed at the relevant time in 1983. He worked 

as a pair or team '.Vith Mr. Mark Le Huquet .. On arrival in the morning he would 

go into the cutting room~ cut the carpet required for the day 1s work, load it 

into vans, and leave. Some"times~ he returned because a of carpet had 

been 1orgotten. He was also concerned with the lifting of carpets; there was no 

training except Jearning by experience from one's superiors; there was some 

lif1ing done every day; he knew the name "Cavaltweed" but was used to deaJing 

with aH makes; he was not good at estimating weights; generally, there were 

either three or four involved with lifting; he could recall the plaintiff, who 

spent most of his time downstairs, being upstalrs and sorr.etimes helping to lift 

carpets. The plaintiff was not a physica11y fit man; he always had a limp and 

Mr. Le Mottee :,eHeved f:e was arthritic. Mr. Le Mottee had no reco!Jectlon of 

the particular incident but carpets could fall or slip; personally, he had suffered 

no injury when they had done so. He could recall the plaintiff leaving his 

e mpJoyrr.ent, but nothing was said about an injury or accident~ 

Under cross-examination, Mr. Le Mottee said that the plaintiff always 

walked with a li:np but he could not say when the plaintiff started using a 

walking stick. The idea! nu~ber to effect a lift of a roll of carpet was Io\Jr but 

he could remember occasions when three only were involved; lf three only were 

invotveC, one would roll rather than lift the carpet and one wouJd ntake it 

easy". With three, they coCJid manage to lift, but they should be healthy people; 

it was easy enough to lift over two roils high because in effect one would be 

roiJing the carpet with one man in the middle and one either end; if two people 

went to one end then the other would just hold the roll of carpet; there would 

be no pressure if one was only holding the rol!; the other two would then move 

to the other end; rotation could happen and this was :-nore likely if the roll of 

carpet was stiJJ wrapped; rotation couJd happen with two people lifhng one end 

of the roll; rotation could ha?pen at either end or the middle. 

Mr. Mark Anthony Le Geyt, who had worked for the defendant on a 

sub-contracting basls for upwards of nine years and worked with Mr. Thornpson, 

confirmed that there was no special training for lifting rolls of carpet; it was a 

question ol common-sense and experience. He haC no recolJection of any 

accident nor had the plaintiff mentioned one. One was !Jound to dro? a roil of 

carpet now and again. 

However, he said that the plaintiff was called upon to help with lifting 

from t}me to time, if they reaJJy needed an extra pair of hands. He had noticed 

the plaintiff's physical condition changing as he got older; he ~ad difficulty in 

walking around and oiten moaned about his hip; Mr. Le Geyt could not say how 

long before May, 1983, the plaintiff had complained but it was years rather 

than months. Mr. Le Geyt had not known that the plaintiff's employ:nent was 
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being terminated; one morning he arrived at work and the plaintiff was not 

there; he had had no knowledge of a claim for compensation until 1986. Under 

cross-examination, Mr. Le Geyt said that a roll of carpet falling or slipping was 

not an event; he also said that the plaintiff was not as fit as other people and 

should not have been lifting carpets. 

Mr. Mark Anthony Le Huquet had been employed by the defendant for 

upwards of seven years. When asked about lifting he said that he had started as 

a youngster and was shown how not to hurt himself. He agreed that the 

plaintiff occasionally helped with the lifting of carpets - he "gave us a hand if 

we needed it 11
• Mr. Le Huquet told us that what the plaintiff did was not 

difficult because he never did anything very strenuous. The plaintiff walked 

very slowly and uhobbled 11 around; he had never said anything about seeing a 

doctor. Under cross-examination, Mr. Le Huquet claimed that the plaintiff had 

always had difficulty walking but became worse as the years went by. The 

plaintiff had helped with the lifting of carpets when he, Mr. Le Huquet, was 

there; when asked if that was frequently, he replied that if no one else was 

around, the plaintiff was asked by anyone present including Mr. Hartley who 

sometimes telephoned for help. 

The Law 

In Louis -v- E. Tray Limited and others (1970) J.J. 1371, the Court at 

page 1377, said this: 

••rhe three essentials of actionable negligence are:

!. A legal duty to take care; 

2. Negligent conduct in breach of that duty; 

3. Injuries or damage caused by that negligence to the complainant~' 

and at page 1393 said this:-

nrrom the authorities cited to us we deduce these principles: that the 

overall test which we have to apply is the conduct of the reasonable and 

prudent employer, taking positive thought for the safety of the plaintiff in the 

light of the risks inherent in the work; where there is a recognised and general 

practice which has been followed for a substantial period in similar 

circumstances without mishap, he is entitled to follow it, unless in the light of 

common sense or of special circumstances which he knows or ought to know it 

is clearly bad, and where he has, or ought to have, knowledge that the risks m 

regard to the plaintiff are greater than to the average worker, he may be 

thereby obliged to take more than the average or standard precautions''. 
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Mr. Miche1 referred to Shales -v- Jersey Granite and Concrete Company 

Licnitec (1967) J.J. 755 C.A., only to dismiss it as an action dealing with 

dangerous employment (removing hard rock in a quarry) and sald there were no 

Jersey cases. ln doing S0 1 he ignored Louis -v- E. Tray Limited and others 

(supra) and other cases to which we shall refer later. At page 763 of Shales -v

Jersey Granite and Concrete Company Limited the Court sa;d this:-

11Their (the em;J!oyers') general duty is stated in terms agreed at the 

hearing by the parties whic:--. are conveniently set out in Mr. :v1unkman's book on 

Employers' Liability, 6th edition, at page 73: 

'lt is the duty of an employer, acting personal!y or through his 

servants or agents, to take reasonable care of the safety of his 

workmen and other employees in the course of their employment. 

This duty extends in particular to the safety oi the place of work 1 

the plant and machinery, and the method and conduct of the work; 

but it is not restricted to these matters.m 

In Hacquoil -v- George Troy and Sons Limited and anr. (]970) J.J. 1305 

the Court was dealing with a claim by an employee who was stone deaf and the 

duty of the employer to take special precautions. At page i321, the Court, 

having cited the above extract from Munkman on Employers' Liability at 

Common Law (Sixth Edition) at page 73 went on to cite from page 82:-

11 The employer's duty of care is owed to each workman or employee as 

an individual. Therefore, it must take into account any special weakness or 

peculiarity of a workman which is (or ought to be) known to the e roployer, such 

as the fact that he is one-eyed. ;!\lso, a tower duty may be owed to a workman 

who is experienced and familiar with the dangers. and a higher duty to a 

workman who has not sufficient experience for his task and needs help and 

supervLsion.11 

The Court then said this:-

11 From the authorities dted to us we deduce these principles: that the 

overall test which we have to apply in this action is the conduct of the 

reasonable and prudent employer, taking positive thousht for the safety of the 

plantiii in the light of the risks Jnherent in t~e work; where there is a 

recognised and general practice which has been followed for a substantial 

period in similar circumstances without mishap! he is entitled to follow it. 

unless in the !ight of common sense or of special circumstances which he 

knows. or ought to kr.ow, it is dearly bad; and where he has, or ought to have, 

knowledge that the risks in regard to the plaintiff are greater than to the 

average worker, he may be thereby obliged to take more than the average or 

standard precautions. He must weigh up the risk in terms of the likelihood of 
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the injury occurring and the potential consequences if it does; and he must 

baJance against this the probable effectiveness of the precautions that can be 

taken to meet it and the expense and inconvenience they involve. If he is found 

to have fallen below the standard to be properly expected of a reasonable and 

prudent employer in these respects 1 he is neg1igent. 11 

The duty of an employer relied upon in Shales -v- Jersey Granite and 

Concrete Company Limited (supra) extracted from Munkman's Empioyers 1 

Liability at Common Law 6th edition, page 73 was the only authority cited in 

Farcy -v- E. Flaherty and Company Limited (1972) J.J. 2095; it had become the 

7th edition at page 77 but was ir. identical worCs; and the Court held that lt W3S 

the defendant's duty at management JeveJ to ensure that all necessary 

precautions were taken, notwithstanding that the deceaseC Ot was a fata! 

accident case brought by the widow as guardian ad litem of the children) '1ad 

been a ganger who had !lad as many as fourteen men working under hi m and was 

well able to make deetsions on what precautions should be taken. 

The duty of an employer to his employee was again considered in Stopher 

-v- Commodore Shipping Services (1982) Limited and another (1985 - 1986) JLR 

219, a case invoJving a claim for damages by a lorry driver who in the course of 

his employment was required to deliver a cable drum and as part of his duties 

was required to assist in the unloading of goods which ~e had delivered H calied 

upon to do so by a customer; it was the usual practice of the plaintiff to help tn. 

the unloading of cable drums deHvered to the second defendant. On arrival at 

the second defendant's premises the cable drum was to be unloaded from the 

lorry using a forklift truck owned by the second defendant and driven by one oi 

its employees .. The blades of the forklift truck were too short for the unloading 

to be carr:ed out in a stralghtfoward manner and, although the second 

defendant's employees were authorised to hlre a more suitable truck, they had 

not done so on this occasion. The cable drum could, therefore, only be unloaded 

after a somewhat complicated manoevre. The plaintiff endeavoured to assist in 

the unloading but he positioned himself so that at one point he believed that the 

cable drum was about to fall on him, stepped backwards, fell off the lorry and 

injured himself. Had the unloading been carried out usmg a larger forklift truck, 

the drum would never have ttlted so as to give the appearance of falling. The 

Court held, giving judgment for the plaintiff agaj!lst the first defendant, that as 

his employer, the first defendant owed the plaintiff a duty to take reasonable 

care for his safety during t~e course of his employment. That included the duty 

to devise and establish a safe system of work. [t was in breach in failing to 

ensure there was an adequate procedure for obtaining a forklift truck which was 

suitable for unioad!ng the caj!e drums in question. 
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Mr. Michel cited \Vinfield and Jalowicz on Tort (12th Edition l984J pages 

181-187; Wilsons and Clyde Coal Co. Ltd. -v- English (]937) 3 All E.R. 628; 

Harris -v- Bright's r\sphalt Contractors Ltd. (1953) 1 All E.R. 395; and Withers 

-v- Perry Chain &. Co. Ltd. (1961) 3 All E.R. 676. Because we have cited a 

number of Jersey cases which were not cited to us, it is not necessary for us 

further ro review the EngHsh authorities~ Indeed two extracts from Withers -v

Perry Chain &. Co. Ltd. were cited, with approval, by the Court in Hacquoil -v-

Troy and Sons Limited and another, and in Stopher -v- Commodore 

Shipping Services (1982) Limited the Court cited Wilsons &. Clyde Coal Co. Lrd. 

-v- English. 

The burden of proof is upon the plaintiff; the standard of proof is the 

balance of probabilities-

The Court has to ask itself 1) did the accident occur at all? 2) if so, oid 

it occur in the manner described by the plaintiff? J) if so, did it cause injury to 

the plaintiff; and if so, was the defendant guilty of negligent conduct in breach 

of its duty to take care of its employee? 

The primary corttention of the defence was that the plaintifi had not 

discharged the burden of proof, to show that the injury had occurred in the 

manner alleged. Counsel for the defendant argued that all that the plaintiff said 

had happened could possibly have happened but that there was strong reason to 

doubt whether it could have happerted as described. Counsel went on to describe 

three particular areas where he considered that the plaintiif ~ad been less than 

frank. 

lt is true that the success or failure of the plaintiff's claim depends upon 

whether or not the Court believes the plaintiiffs story, supported to some extent 

by Doctor Houghton. 

The Court has come to the conclusion! despite sorne areas of c'ifficulty 1 

that the plaintiff was a credible witness and that the acciCent did occur, 

substantially in the manrter described by the plaintiff, and that it did cause 

injury to the plaintiff. 

We can find no suffident reason to disbelieve the p!aintiff. The first 

area of difficuhy was the reason for the termination of t~Je plaintiffls 

employment with the defendant. We are satisfied that the defendant, through 

Mr. Hartley, its managing director, did have reasons other than the plaintiii's 

injuries, for dismissing the plairttiff from his employment. The Court is not 

concerned with whether or not these other reasons were justified. However, the 

Court is in no doubt that in the mind of the plaintiff, the injuries that he had 
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suffered and his worsening condition made it impossible for hlm to continue in 

employment. The second area of difficulty is the extent, if any. to which the 

?lainti:i was disabled prior to the accident. It may well be that the plaintiff 

exaggerated somewhat his degree of fitness prior to the accident; if he did so lt 

was because, we think~ he was a proud and determined gentlernan and not 

because he was guilty of deliberate untruths. In any case the evidence to the 

contrary was inconsistent. 1V1r. Hartley claimed that the plaintiff had 

deteriorated quickly in 1981 and 1932. Mr. Thompson said that the plaintiff 

limped quite badjy at tirnes and had used a waJKi:1g stick for one or rwo years 

but under cross examination agreed he could be wrong about l9S2; he could 

recall one and then two sticks but this could have been towards the end of the 

plaint:f!'s employment, i.e. after the accident. Mr. le Mottee saJd that the 

plaintiff was not a physkally fit man and always had a li:-r1p; however, he could 

not say when the plaintiff started using a walking stick. Mr. le Geyt said tc1at 

he noticed t!1e plaintiff's physical condition changing as he got older and that he 

had difficulty in walkbg around a:1d had co:l';:>lained for years rather than 

months; we think that here Mr. Le Geyt, although trying to be an honest 

witness, was himself guiJty of exaggeration because he went on to say that the 

plaintiff used a waJking stick "or an umbreHa" and could not recollect Jor how 

long. Mr. Le Hu~tuet said that the plaintiff walked very slowly and "hobbled" 

around; again we think that there was a degree o: exaggerat;on heref except in 

respect of the post-accident period. However, on this aspect of the matter, the 

medical evidence is persuasive. The plaintiff was x-rayed on the 19th May, 1983; 

there was moderately adva-nced osteo-arthritis in the left hip and minimal 

osteo-arthr!tis in the dght hip; in other words, the damage to the right hip and 

knee did not arise from pre-existing serious osteo-arthritis in the right hip. b~t 

resulted from the sudden trauma consistent with the plaintiff's story; the 

pre-accident problems were, on the balance of probability, caused by the 

moderately advanced condition o£ the left hip. In any eve:n, the greater the 

pre-accident problems were1 so the duty of care of the defendant increased, (v. 

Hacquoil -v- George Troy and Sons Limited and anr. supra). The third area of 

difficulty was the extent of the plai11tiif's exper!ence and competence in the 

physical manhandling of heavy rolls of carpet. Counsel for t~e defendant claimed 

that there was a Jack of frankness on the part of the plaintiff because 

helping-out in the handling of rolls of carpet was part and parcel of his job and 

he k:~ew as much as anyone else about the lifting of carpet-'~ We do not agree 

that there was any lack of frankness on the part of the p[aintiff in relation to 

the lifting of rolls of carpet. Indeed his version of the work was supported in a 

variety of ways by the evidence of witnesses called by the defendant. 

For example, although .'vir. Hartiey denied that the plaintiff had ever 

been involved in a three man lifting operation after 1982, Mr. Thompson said 

that it could have happened that he returned alone for additional material and 

!hat there was need to lift a roll of carpet and if only Mr. Hartley and himself 

were in the room, that the plaintiff would have been asked to help. And Mr. 
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Le Huquet said that if no-one else was around, the plaintiff was asked by anyone 

present including Mr. Harr~ey, who sometimes telephoned for help. Not one of 

the defendant's witnesses was prepared to say that the plaintiff was lying or 

that the accident could not have happened as described by the plaintiff and their 

evidence in several respects gave credence to that of the plaintiff. 

Having found that the accident did occur substantiaUy in the manner 

described ~y the plaintiff, causing hi m injury, the Court has to go or. to ask 

itself whether the defendant was guilty of negligent conduct in breach of its 

duty to take care of its employee. Again~ the Court answers that questlon in the 

affirmative. A reasonable and prudent employer, taking positive thought for the 

safety of the plaintiff! at the age of sixty-three years: and arthritic to some 

extent, would not have permitred 11lm to form part o-f a three-mar. lifting 

operation. It seems that there was a recognized and general practice for the 

lifting of rolls of carpet which had been followed for a substantial period in 

similar circumstances without mishap and that the defendant felt entitled to 

follow it, but in the light of commonsense, the defendant should have known 

that the lifting of heavy carpets by a three man team was clearly bad. Here, if 

Hfting by a three man team was to be acceptable in certain circumstances, the 

defendant had, or ought to have had, knowledge that the risks in relation to the 

plaintiff were greater than to the average worker and should have taken more 

than the average or standard precautions by actively preventing him from 

forrning part of a three man team. In our judgment, the defendant fell below the 

standard to be properly expected of a reasonable and prudent employer in these 

respects, and, therefore, was negligent. Mr. Hartley admitted that the plaintiff 

should not have formed part of a three man team engaged in lifting; as a matter 

of fact we have found that he did. Mr. Hartley claimed that he kept the heavy 

work for young people; this he failed to do on this occasion at least. The staff 

worked in two teams of two people but sometimes one of a team returned alone 

and then only that one man, with Mr. Hartley and the plaintiff were available to 

form a three man lifting team - in allowing this the defendant was failing in its 

duty to devise and establish and maintain a sale system of work. 

For the above reasans 1 we find that the defendant was negJigent in t 11at 

it failed in its duty to take all reasonable care for the safety of the plaintiff in 

the special circumstances of the case* 

The defendant pleaded that If any negligence were to be found on its 

part the plaintiff contributed to the accident by his actions. The particulars of 

the alleged contributory negligence was (a) a failure on the part of the plaintiff 

to give clear instructions to other employees or subcontractors in the working 

gang in the lifting of the carpet so as to keep himself safe from harm, and (b) a 

faHure to have any or any sufficient regard for his own safety on account of his 
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general medical state (i) in deciding to participate in the lifting of the carpet 

roll and (ii) in allowing himself to be left holding one end of the roll as pleaded 

by him. 

Neither Counsel referred the Court to any authority on the question of 

contributory negl1gence and the Court was left with the impression that Mr. 

Thacker had no great enthusiasm for the argument he advanced. 

jn f·lacquoil -v- George Troy and Sons Limited and anr. (supra) the Court. 

at page !333, said this:-

"The test to be applied on a plea of contributory negligence is stated in 

Halsbury's Laws of England (Third Edition), Vo. 28, paragraph 93 - 'Where the 

defendant Is negligent and the plaintiff is alleged to have been guilty of 

contributory negligence, the test 10 be applJed is whether the defendant 1s 

negligence was nevertheless a direct and effective cause of the misfortune. The 

exjstence of contributory negligence does not depend on any duty owed by the 

injured party to the party sued and aU that is necessary to establish a plea of 

contribu'tory neg!igence is to prove that the lnjured party did not in his own 

interest take reasonabJe care of himself and contributed by this want of care to 

his own injury. The principle involved is that where a man is part author of his 

own wrong, he cannot call on the other party to compensate him in fuJt The 

standard of care depends upon foreseeability. Just as actionab:e negligence 

requires the forseeabiHty of harm to others, so contributory negligence requires 

the forseeability of harm to oneself •. A. person is guiJty of contributory 

negligence if he ought reasonably to have foreseen that, if he did not act as a 

reasonably prudent man, he might hurt himself. The plaintiff is not usualJy ::,ound 

to foresee that another person may be neglh:;ent unless experience shows a 

particular form of negligence to be common in the circumstances. If negligence 

on the part of the defendant Is proved and contributory negligence by the 

plaintlff is at best a matter of doubt+ the defendant alone is l iab!e 1
• 

11 An examination of the cases cited in Chapter 20 of Munkman. shows 

that pleas of contributory negli'Sence have often been accepted in cases where 

there was a disobedience of orders, a disregard of, or failure to look out for. 

obvious dangers, or a fallure to use equipment provided for safety. On the other 

hand, it has frequentJy been heJd that it is not negHgent for a workman to 

follow the method of work accepted by the employer. even if it involves some 

obvious risk, nor to disre15ard personal danger because absorbed in work. 

Moreover, inadvertence has been excused in many cases! and in John Sumrners & 

Sons Ltd. -v- Frost (1955) I All ER 870, where a skilled man held a piece of 

metaL too near to a grinding wheel~ Lord Keith indicated that 0 momentary 

inadvertence11 is not enough and that something !ike 'disobedience to orders' or 

'reckJess disregard by a workman of his own safety' must be proved before he 

can be held negligent. 
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11Tn all cases where contributory negligence is alleged, the question eo be 

answered 1s Whose negligence caused the accident? \Vas it that of the 

de:lendant alone, or of the plaintiii alone 1 or of both together?rr 

\\.,.hen questioned on the issue of coPtributory negligence, the plaintiff 1s 

attitude was that he had not teJephoned downstairs for help and that Mr. 

Hartley, as managing director, was always in charge of the itrst fJoor and 

cutting area; that there was no other way of doing the work with a three man 

team; that he could not be at fault for doing what he was asked to do by the 

managing director; that whilsr he could have refused to help it would have 

precipitated a pointless quarrel, and that, in any case, he had he!ped on many 

previous occasions. By the events as they occurred, the injury to his leg had 

been caused by the roll of carpet rotating when the other end was lifted and as 

he did not lift the other end but merely supported the first end he could hardly 

have been at fault. 

In our judgment no evidence was adduced by the defendant to support a 

claim in contri~utory negligence. It was not negligence for the plaintiff to 

follow the method of work accepted by the managing director~ of the defendant. 

There was no disobedience to orders - to the contrary there was compliance 

with a request which, emanating from the managing director1 was tantamount to 

an order. The claim in contributory negligence must taJl~ 

Accordingly, we dismiss the plea of contributory negligence and we give 

judgment in favour of the plaintiff against the defendant on the issue of 

liability. The defendant will pay the plaintiff's costs on a Taxation basis. 
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